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ABSTRACT
The work investigates interdependence of two diverse phenomenon and related implications. Flame spread behavior is
undertaken for reform in need of developing efficient methods in combustion sciences and fire applications. An experimental
setup was raised and through experimentation was carried out. Magnetic effect on flames is investigated in the form of number
of magnets, separation distance, intensity and polarity of magnets. Results show that magnetic presence mostly augments the
spreading of flames and is reluctant to the heat sink effect. Different magnetic configurations result in distinct characteristic
trend with respect to energy interactions with the spreading flame. Energy interaction of magnets with flame and with adjacent
magnets dictates the entire magnetic flame spread behavior.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fire has many uses and forms the basic necessity of human existence. However, if not controlled properly is also the
cause of biggest disasters. The stimulating work on spreading of fire has inspired multitudes of research activities,
primarily motivated by the need to control fire spreading behavior. Almost all of studies on fire science in solid fuels
are carried out in the form of flame spread. Flame spread represents diffusion flame propagating parallel to the solid
fuel surface. The rate at which flame spread is referred to as flame spread rate and is a phenomenon of practical and
functional significance. This phenomenon is a function of instantaneous heat transfer from burning to unburnt surface
(figure 1(a)).

(a)
Figure 1 Schematic of flame spread and
forward heat transfer.

(b)
Figure 2 Schematics of flame spread classification.

The subject implicates continuous heat and mass transfer (solid and gas phase) and is broadly encountered covering
wide range of practical, engineering, scientific applications. The flame spread combustion phenomenon is principally
studied as (a) Opposed flow flame spread (b) Concurrent flow flame spread (figure 1(b)). In concurrent flow flame
spread, the flame spread in the direction of flow and is thus assisted with the enhanced heat transfer to the unburnt fuel.
Whereas, in opposed flow flame spread, spreading of flames is obstructed by opposed flow direction. This reduced the
heat transfer to the unburnt fuel and essentially the flame to be spreading slow, steady and easier for analysis. The
present work focused on opposed flow flame spread configuration. The need to prevent and control flaming fires has
necessitated an active research effort aiming at fundamentally understanding the spread rates in flames. One of the
major lessons learned is that it is impossible to eliminate all ignition sources, so fire inhibition is achieved through use
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of fire resistant materials and external resources to eliminate excessive spread. Magnets comprise one of most powerful
natural forces and encompass energy that is widely utilized in wide range of applications. The presence of a magnet in
the vicinity of flame is very likely to alter the spreading flame behavior owing to energy interactions (figure 2). The
interaction of magnetic energy with the exothermic heat energy from flames and the related implications is a
compelling research subject field yet to be comprehensively explored. The present work focuses on highlighted physical
insight into the heat-magnetic energy interactions under diverse conditions by studying the flame spreading behavior
under the external influence of magnets. The work is motivated by the better combustion applications and fire safety.

Figure 2 Schematic of magnet-flame interaction.
Following the classical work on the effect of applying a magnetic field to a flame in the atmosphere by Faraday [1],
researchers had examined the effect of magnetism on flames in diverse possibilities. Ueno & Harada [2] studied effects
of magnetic field on flames and gas flow. Methane, propane and hydrogen gases were utilized and exposed their flames
to the gradient magnetic fields of 1.6 T and 220 T/m. They noted that the flames were pressed down and shape of
flames changed like a mushroom at a field intensity of 1.5 T and gradient of 200 T/m. The reason was attributed to the
formation of wall of oxygen along the line of magnetic field which was disturbed when gases were burnt without
magnetic field. Wakayama & Sugie [4] went through series of researches on magnetic effect on flaming combustion.
They underlined the magnetic field effect on combustion to be considerably affected by the application of gradient of
magnetic field. They noticed temperature rise of flame in magnetic fields and behavior of air flow along steepest
gradients and suggested the possibility of magnetic control of combustion and fuel gas flows.
In the last decade, Baker et.al., [7] examined laminar diffusion slot flames in the presence of non-uniform upward
decreasing magnetic fields produced using permanent magnets. Modifying Roper’s slot flame mathematical model,
they employed it to develop an expression for magnetically controlled flame height. Flame height information was
generated using solutions to the full non-linear equation yielded from resulted expression and thus developed a
mathematical-model for magnetically controlled flame shape. Swaminathan [8] reported on the effects of magnetic
fields on micro-flames in which interaction between gradient magnetic fields on diffusion micro-flames of C3H8/air
was studied. Influence on flame structure, temperature distribution and morphology of soot produced was investigated.
Significant changes in flame luminosity and flame length were detected under the vertically decreasing gradient
magnetic field. The results produced suggested a means to control combustion behavior. Grimaldi [9] studied effect of
DC magnetic field on gasoline combustion and demonstrated results with respect to NOx and particulate (PM)
emissions in engines like Euro-2 and Euro-3 with their fuel economy. Results showed reduction in NOx and PM
significantly.
Garanin and Chudnovsky [10] developed a theory of magnetic deflagration in crystals of molecular magnets. Study
suggested molecular magnets as attractive toy system for comprehensive study of the burning process. Results computed
ignition rate and speed of the developed deflagration front using the analytical and numerical solutions. Gonzalez [11]
reported aggregated advancements on the magnetic field effects on diffusion flames. The work focused on four different
types of magnetic fields viz., homogenous, gradient, oscillating and pre-combustion and provided theoretical,
numerical and experimental insight into magnetic field effects on combustion. Whereas results, showed little effect of
homogenous fields, for gradient magnetic fields, different magnet geometry was used for finite-element methods and
numerical simulations obtained to show the enhanced oxygen entrainment into the reaction zone. Digital imagery
results stated that soot particle agglomeration is decreased with the use of gradient magnetic fields. Oscillating field
results conveyed enhancement in mixing of fuel and oxidizer while pre-combustion magnetic fields resulted into more
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complete combustion. Gilard et. al., [12] investigated magnetic field effects on stabilization of lifted diffusion flame.
Authors used gradient magnetic field to visualize the effects on flame, to previously encountered researches, a decrease
in lift-off height of flame was observed. The effect was attributed to the magnetic force that acts on the air. In recently,
Agarwal et. al., [14] investigated magnetic field effect on temperature profile of diffusion flame using circular grating
Talbot interferometer. Experiments were carried out for both upward decreasing and upward increasing non-uniform
and uniform magnetic fields. Results obtained conformed to the preceding research outputs.
Although much has been done but, complexity of the problem has prevented a complete understanding due to nonlinear interaction between flow, heat and mass transfer. Therefore, a systematic study is needed to understand
mechanisms controlling the spreading flame behavior in magnetic presence. The specific objectives of the present study
are:
a) To study effectiveness of magnet as potential spread rate modifier.
b) To investigate the role of key controlling parameters viz., number of magnet, separation distance, preferred
configurations, intensity, and polarity on flame spread.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
A simple apparatus (Figure 3) was upraised for the present study. A regular paraffin wax candle was adapted as solid
fuel for the conducting experimental simulations. The magnetic effect was adept from the nickel plated neodymium
permanent magnets of N45 grade with total magnetic induction of 0.6T. The apparatus comprises of a) rectangular
glass enclosure (figure 3) with top face open and base with four plus shaped open slits b) Iron stand made of bolt and
nut with detachable steel plate to mount the magnet on it and another bolt stand tightened at the center of glass base to
support the candle on its top. The magnet bolt stand was tightened with the help nuts onto the slits provided at the base
of glass enclosure and can be moved towards and away from the candle stand, also it can be adjusted for the height
protruding inside the enclosure. The solid fuel comprised of paraffin wax candle sticks (67 mm x 4 mm x 4 mm)
(figure 3(c)). The fuel sticks were marked at regular interval of 10 mm to tack the flame front propagation with time.
Initially 8 mm marking was provided on fuel stick for flame stabilization. Candle bolt stand was kept 20 mm inside the
enclosure.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 3 Pictorial view of the experimental apparatus (a) glass enclosure (top view) (b) magnet stand (c) fuel stick
(paraffin wax) (d) source magnet (e) experimental setup.
Markings were made on the glass base near the slits 1-10cm to specify the position of magnet from the candle flame. In
order to facilitate uniform ignition, the fuel i.e. candle stick was cut into cuboidal shape with 4 mm width, 4mm
thickness and height of 67 mm. Magnet assembly comprised of nickel plated neodymium permanent magnets with of
N45 grade with dimensions of 40 mm length, 25 mm width, 10 mm thickness and total magnetic induction of 0.6T
(figure 3(d)). Ignition was done at the apex of the candle wick by exposing it to a pilot flame (figure 3(e)). The
magnets are highly energetic materials with influence region around them strongly. The prime energy per unit
volume(Mv) in a region of space of material permeability “  ” containing magnetic field “B” is:

MV 

B2
2

(1)

Every experiment was carried out within a range of 5 minutes to bring room atmosphere back to initial condition.
Stopwatch was used to measure the split times across the markings. Initial reading was obtained for the spread rate
without magnet in surroundings. Other readings were taken with different configurations of magnets placed equidistant
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normal to flame for distance of 1-10 cm at equal interval of 1 cm. Configurations were thoroughly selected with respect
to number of magnet, intensity, and polarity of magnet. Number of magnet in conjunction with the position varied by
placing them equidistant viz., 1 at one side, 2 at either sides, 3 at three sides and 4 at all four sides of candles. Intensity
of magnets was activated by piling up all four magnets on each other while placing them at one side and then varying
their position. All the readings were digitally photographed and video graphed. Flame spread Rate was articulated as
the division of total distance burnt with total time taken.
Where, “ l s ” is the standard length of fuel taken (here, 1.5 cm) and “ t av ” is the average time taken for all three
marked distances. From classical theory of ignition spread, assuming unity width of fuel the flame spread rate (r) is
defined by energy balance as:
r

Where,

q
cs

q

net

( 2)

 s s c s (TSurface  T )

= Net integrated heat transfer per unit time per unit area to the unburnt fuel.
net

= Solid-phase specific heat.

s

= Solid fuel thickness.

s

= Solid fuel density.

TSurface = Surface temperature.
TAmbient = Ambient temperature.

It is important to note that, all the readings were taken systematically in proper time interval and all the readings taken
here represent the repeatability of results obtained.

3. RESULTS
Experiments were carried out in the natural convective atmosphere with 21 % oxygen concentration. According to
classical heat transfer theory over thin solid fuels, the propagating front spreads by continuous heat feedback (forward
heat transfer) from the burning region to the unburnt solid fuel upstream. The spreading rate is directly proportional to
the forwards heat transfer, consequently any mandatory change in the heat feedback content will be directly reflected in
increase or decrease in flame spreading rate (refer equation 3). Prior to the study, experimentation was instigated with a
reference reading without any magnetic presence. This reading is used as a base to measure up to the magnetic effect on
flame spread followed by the magnetic effect on spreading of flame. First, the effect of separation distance on the flame
spread rate was explored. The separation distance between the flame and magnet was divided into three regions i.e.
nearby (1-3cm), intermediate (3-7 cm) and faraway (7-10 cm). The effect was first investigated for a single magnet
with north pole facing upward. Figure 4 shows the effect of magnet separation distance on flame spread rates. The
spread rates are compared to the one without any magnetic influence to note the magnetic effect. Looking at the plot,
one can note that, flame spread rates varies non-monotonically with the magnet separation distance. Flame spread rates
depicts significant wavering with separation distance. This is to note that the flame spread rates are changing
repeatedly with distance.
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Figure 4 Variation of flame spread rate with separation distance for variable number of magnet.
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The flame spread rates can be increased only with additional heat transfer to the unburnt fuel and decreased only with
the reduced heat transfer to the same. This indicates that the magnet possesses dual nature of a potential heat source
and a heat sink. It is interesting to note that, at selected separation distances, the magnetic effect neutralizes itself to
zero and spread rates similar to no magnet were obtained. The results clearly illustrate the fact that “magnets do affect
the combustion process of flame spreading and can act as prospective burn rate modifier”. Following the verified
magnetic effect, the effect of a magnetic surrounding on a spreading flame was investigated. The effect of number of
magnets with distance was verified systematically in accordance to the magnetic effect. Post one magnet, two magnets,
three magnets, four magnets were placed equidistant oriented 90 degrees to each other in mutually perpendicular
directions. The separation distance of the entire configuration of magnets was decreased systematically.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 5. Pictorial view of flame front for varying magnetic configurations surrounding flame (a) Without magnet and
with (b) 1 magnet (c) 2 magnets (d) 3 magnets (e) 4 magnets.
Figure 5 shows the pictorial views of the experimentations for the above mentioned case study. It is important to note
that, in all the configurations, north pole was positioned facing upward. Observing the effect of different configuration
of magnets with separation distance on spreading flame behavior, one can note that the flame spread rate in all
configurations follows a non-monotonic trend. The single magnet arrangement (figure 5(b)) shows the heat sink effect
when kept at 1cm, 4 cm and 6 cm distance from the flame results in maximum spread drop of 3.5% at 1 cm and 6 cm
respectively. Heat source effect of magnet is noted at separation distances of 3 cm, 5cm, and in entire faraway regime
(7-10 cm) with maximum increase of 5% at 9 cm from flame. There are separation distances of magnet location where
the flame spread is expected to be almost same to the one without magnet viz., 1.5 cm, 3.5 cm, 4.5 cm, 5,5 cm and
close to 7cm. For a 2 magnet configuration (figure 5(c)) placed mutually perpendicular to flame, it is noted mostly to
contribute to the forward heat transfer. The highest flame spread rate rise (10.3%) is found to be attained at 6cm
separation distance. Weak heat sink effect is expected to occur at 7.5 cm location. The neutralizing effect is existent at
5cm and 8cm separation distance. The 3 magnet configuration (figure 5(d)) placed around the flame results in
Neutralizing effect occurring at 8 cm, and 9 cm separation distance. In this configuration, it is not possible to set
arrangement very close to the flame. The minimum feasible distance is 3 cm, where concentrated heat sink effect of
magnetic configuration is noted with 4.3% drop in spread rates. With increase in separation distance, the heat sink
effect translates to heat source effect with an extreme 10.3 % rise in spread rate at 4 cm. Further increase in separation
distance expectedly drops the spreading rate till heat sink effect is noted at 6 cm. Similar trend is observed with further
increase in separation distance. The equidistant 4 magnet surrounding configuration (figure 7(e)) results as the most
effective heat source configuration with highest spread rate enhancement of 15.5% at 6 cm separation distance.
Remarkable rise in spread rates are noted at 4 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm. The heat sink effect of magnetic presence is observed
to occur in faraway zone at 8 cm and 9 cm respectively with a maximum drop of 1.7% at 9 cm. Neutralizing effect is
prudently noticed at 3 cm and 7 cm separation distance. Results clearly advocate the strong magnetic influence on
flame spreading. This also signifies that the magnet location is an important parameter for influencing the heat
transfer. It is worth noting that magnets placed at selected locations and configurations highlight self-automated heat
transfer contribution viz., covenant all three effects on the spreading of flames. Spreading of flame primarily depends
on forward heat transfer comprising of net integrated convective, conductive and radiation heat fluxes. In integrated
heat transfer, conduction and convection occurs in series with radiation in parallel. The temperature rise due to
convection gives rise to conduction. The proportion of the individual heat transfer contribution varies with
thermodynamic system under consideration and diverse conditions. Downward flame spread mandates the forward heat
transfer being restricted by the counter buoyant flow. With magnetic field, the magnetic energy in a confined region
interacts with exothermic heat energy owing to localized temperature and velocity fields causing significant changes in
forward heat transfer. The heat source, heat sink and neutralizing effects comes as a result of this energy interaction
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impact around flame. The respective changes in forward heat transfer are reflected in flame spreading rates.
With the substantiation of more magnets (here four) adjacent to flame producing more stimulating effect, next we look
at the effect of magnetic intensity. Four magnet configuration was chosen and joined in a singular arrangement to
understand the effect of magnetic intensity with difference in replication of similar magnetic effect. Figure 6 shows the
effect of magnetic intensity with respect to the separation distance on downward spreading flame in comparison to
without magnetic influence. By experimentation, disjointedly placed magnetic configuration (figure 7(a)) was upheld
with all four magnets placed equidistant and north pole facing upward. When joined, the North-South-North-South
combination (figure 7(b)) is used for viability. The intensive configuration (figure 7(b)) shows a qualitative trend
similar to distinct magnet arrangements placed separately.
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Figure 6 Variation of flame spread rate with separation
distance for four joint and distinct equidistant magnets.
upward)

(b)

Figure 7 Pictorial view of 4 magnet configuration
around flame front with (a) 4 magnets (North
(b) 4 magnets piled together (alternating polarity).

The spread rates are seen to follow non-monotonic trend with separation distance. In comparison to the equidistant
placed magnets, the quantitative heat source effect is noted to drop mildly however, the heat sink effect increases. The
configuration allows a beginning at 2 cm separation distance unlikely 3 cm with four distinct magnets. This fact
indicates the subjective reduction in the magnetic influence on flame spread. Heat source effect is noted at 2 cm, 4 cm,
6 cm, 8 cm and 9 cm respectively with a maximum rise in spread rate of 6.9% at 2 cm (closest location). Subsequently,
the heat sink effect is observed at selected separation distances of 5 cm and 10 cm with an increase in spread rate drop
of 3.4% at two distinct locations of 5 cm and 10 cm. Similarly, the configuration dies represent the neutralizing effect
noted at 3 cm and 7 cm. It is interesting to note that, the intensity of magnet results in the maximum rise when placed
very near to flame and the concentrated drop in the far region (5cm and 10cm). To fundamentally understand the
reasons for these amendments and extent of changes owing to magnetic presence, it is important to understand the
energy interactions. Figure 8 shows schematic of the net energy interaction and implications on the net integrated heat
transfer. Magnet with their respective fields interact with the flame (center) in a two-fold interactive system. In a
closely placed configuration, a part of magnetic energy is utilized in flame interaction and remaining with the
surrounding magnetic influences of attraction or repulsion. It is important to note that the net result of this energy
interaction redirects the forward heat transfer to the unburnt solid fuel. Energy transfer and transformation can be
assumed to emerge repeatedly and continuously. The key controlling parameters viz., separation distance, intensity,
polarity shifts the dominating modes. The central part of this interaction decides the role of magnetic energy on flame
spread behavior. When the transformation part of magnetic energy supersedes the self- interactive part, the entire
configuration is noted to act as a heat source supplying additional energy to the forward heat transfer. However, with
varying parameters, as the self-interactive part of magnetic energy dominates, the conservation leads to a condition
which necessitates energy extraction from immediate vicinity (here flame).
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Figure 8 Schematic of the inter-energy interactions of the magnets and with the flame.
This absolute the configuration to act as an impending heat sink. Selectively, the energy interaction parts of magnet
with the flame and adjacent magnets balances and resulting no quantitative contribution to the forward heat transfer,
known as neutralizing effect. The net energy interaction contribution as heat source is dominated by the convective heat
transfer. The case with intensive configuration symbolizes the same effect. As the part of magnetic energy contributing
to the forward heat transfer reduces owing to enhanced self-interactive part, the noticed heat source effect reduces and
subsequently the heat sink effect increases.
Next, we certify the polarity of the magnet and its effect of the forward heat transfer on opposed flow flame spread
(figure 9). Four combination of the magnets viz., N-N-N-S, N-S-N-S, S-S-S-S and N-N-N-N were undertaken with
each letter representing the pole facing upward (figure 10). Figure 11 depicts the effect of varying magnetic polarity on
the spreading flame behavior with respect to the separation distance. Looking at the plot one can notice that polarity as
a parameter with selected number of magnets fixed equidistant in a configuration results distinctively heat source effect
which can be termed as “Enhanced Heat Transfer Combinations” for the flame spread. In comparison to the N-N-N-N
combination which depicts all three cases of “Enhanced heat transfer, reduced heat transfer and No effect” to the
forward heat transfer, lasting combinations do not showcase the heat sink effect. Evenly the neutralizing effect
locations are minimized with separation distance. It is important to note that all combinations are feasible from 3 cm of
flame. The N-N-N-S combination acts as a potential heat source at all the locations. It results in highest spread rate rise
of 10.3% at 4 cm. The N-S-N-S combination follows N-N-N-S and carries a spread rate rise of 15.5% at 6 cm. Lastly,
S-S-S-S combination shows a spread rate rise of 8.6 % at 7 cm with being a potential heat source to the spreading
flame. It is worth to note that the only combination which shows negative heat transfer is N-N-N-N at two different
locations which makes it a good heat sink. Except N-S-N-S combination, N-S-N-S and S-S-S-S shows the “no effect
zone”.
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Figure 9 Spread rate variation with different polarity combination and separation distance.
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To understand the phenomena, the pictorial view of the experimental setup is shown in the figure 10. The heat transfers
due to the interaction of the magnetic energy with localized temperature is extensively noticed. The reason may be
attributed to the enhanced direct energy interaction of magnets with flame resulting in net algebraic energy
contributing to the forward heat transfer being dominant than inter-magnetic interactions. The attraction and repulsion
forces generated balances the counter effect to result in a positive feedback.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 10 Pictorial view of experimentation for varying polarity configurations (a) N-N-N-S (b) N-N-N-S (c) N-S-N-S
(d) S-S-S-S.
Result directs the magnet separation distance to be the key controlling parameter however, the effect do not particularly
conforms to a trend. At varying separation distances, different combination behaves in a distinct manner resulting in to
the respective effect. The magnetic combination placed in faraway zone indicates the cases with spreading rate rise.
Similarly, the drop in flame spread rates are noted in the nearby zone. Alternating, the diverse combinations results in
diverse spread rates effect which accomplishes that varying combination to be utilized on application needs. As
noticed, for four magnet configuration with varying polarity, equidistant placement at 5 cm and 6 cm would result only
in positive heat feedback to the forward heat transfer. This location and arrangement would result in enhanced
spreading rates and related applications. The placement at 3 cm, 4 cm, 7 cm, 10 cm results with any one of the
combination highlighting neutralizing effect. However, at selected locations of 8 cm and 9 cm heat sink effects are
noticed which marks the utilization of magnets in applications related to fire safety.

4. CONCLUSION
The role of magnets as flame spread rate modifier is investigated. A parametric study on opposed flow diffusion flame
spread was carried out on a paraffin wax solid fuel in normal gravity environment. The work focused on fundamentally
understanding the net energy interactions of flame and surrounding magnet and evaluation was done in the aid of flame
spread rate. Based on the results, following conclusions can be drawn:
1) Diffusion flames are strongly influenced by the magnetic presence in immediate vicinity.
2) Key controlling parameters viz., number of magnets, separation distance, intensity, polarity have significant role in
affecting the flame spread rate with deviation.
3) Magnetic configurations are noted to be more active in imparting the role of a potential heat source, heat sink and
the neutralizer when operated in intermediate and faraway zones. However, reduced number of magnets (e.g. 1,2)
are effective as the heat source and sink in nearby zone.
4) As a heat source, 4-magnet configuration at 6 cm results in immense ~16% rise in flame spreading rates whereas a
3-magnet configuration placed closer to flame (3 cm) can cause a spreading rate drop by ~5%.
5) Increasing intensity of magnets reduces effectiveness in observing heat source effect however, crucially magnifies
the heat sink effect for controlling flame spread rates.
6) Magnetic polarity corresponds more to the heat source effect. For different combinations, a varying increase in heat
source effect ensues at distinct separation distances. The surrounded magnetic system or configuration around flame
may need be effective as a heat sink.
7) Energy interaction of the magnets with the spreading flame and with adjacent magnets dictates the entire magnetic
flame spread behavior. More inter-magnetic interactions may result in higher heat sink effect. Whereas, enhanced
central interaction results in effective heat source effect.
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8) Magnets can be efficiently used as the heat sink as well as the heat source for diverse applications. The results can
be used to improve the knowledge and better utilization of magnets in applications ranging from practical,
scientific, engineering to various functional application with a better and effective insight.
9) For applications demanding better fire safety, it will be appropriate to turn fuel orientation to horizontal. In reverse
mode remove the nearby heat source readily and in forward mode place it very close.
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